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SMOOTHING OF ISOLATED HYPERSURFACE 
SINGULARITIES AND QUILLEN METRICS* 

KEN-ICHI YOSHIKAWA^ 

Abstract. Using Bismut-Lebeau's theorem, we determine the singularity of Quillen metrics 
for smoothing of isolated hypersurface singularities and apply it to compute the asymptotic behavior 
of Ray-Singer analytic torsion for such degenerations. 

0. Introduction. In [Q], Quillen introduced a metric on the determinant of 
cohomologies which is called Quillen metric today and calculated its curvature in some 
cases. After Quillen, in the celebrated work [B-G-S], Bismut-Gillet-Soule generalized 
his result to arbitrary smooth morphism of Kahler manifolds and established the 
Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck formula at the differential form level. The purpose of this 
article is to study the boundary behavior of Quillen metrics. Namely, we investigate 
the behavior of Quillen metrics for a certain degenerating family of algebraic manifolds. 
Such a problem was treated by Wolpert ([W]) and also by Bismut-Bost ([B-B]) in the 
case of relative dimension one. (See also [T-T]). In [B 2], Bismut studies this problem 
when the family is ordinary singular and obtains a generalization of the result in [B-B]. 
We study the same problem for another type of degenerating family. When a family 
of complex manifold is given, the discriminant locus is the set of all points in the 
base space whose fiber is singular. In many families, generic point of the discriminant 
locus consists of those points whose fiber has only isolated hypersurface singularities. 
Therefore, it is natural to focus our consideration on the following degeneration. 

DEFINITION. Let TT : X -+ S = {t e C; |£| < 1} be a proper surjective holo- 
morphic map of complex manifolds. The family (TT, X, S) is said to be a smoothing 
of isolated hypersurface singularities (IHS), if TT is of maximal rank outside of finite 
number of points in XQ := 7r~1(0). In particular, XQ has only isolated hypersurface 
singularities. 

To state our theorem, fix notations. Let (7r,X, 5) be a smoothing of IHS, gx a 
Kahler metric of X and gx/s ^he induced metric on TX/S. Let (E, h) be a holomor- 
phic Hermitian vector bundle over X. Let A(i£) be the determinant of cohomologies 
and || • ||Q its Quillen metric relative to gx/s and h (cf. §1). 

MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that(7r,X,S) isprojective over S. Then, \\-\\Q extends 
to a singular Hermitian metric whose curvature current is 

(-i) n+l 
(1,1) d(\(E);|| • \\Q) = ^-^r(E)fi(X0)S0+^(Td(TX/Sy9X/s)ch(E,h)) 

where dimX — n + l, r(E) = rankE, SQ the Dirac measure supported at 0 and 
^(XQ) the total Milnor number of the singular fiber. Moreover, continuous part of the 
curvature current, namely 7r*(Td(TX/S: gx/s)ch{Ei ^))^1'1^ ^es zn tfoc(S) for some 
p > 1 depending only on SingXo. 
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previous version [Yl]. 
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We apply Main Theorem to study the asymptotic behavior of analytic torsion in 
the case of smoothing of IHS. In the sequel of this section, we assume that (E, h) is the 
trivial line bundle with the trivial metric. One of the consequence of Main Theorem 
is that principal term of the asymptotic behavior of analytic torsion is determined 
by the total Milnor number of the singular fiber and determinant of period integrals. 
(For a related result, see [Fa].) To be precise, let us fix notations. 

Let H be a relatively very ample line bundle over X and gx the Kahler metric 
of X whose Kahler class coincides with ci(H). Let T(Xt) be the Ray-Singer analytic 
torsion of the smooth fiber (Xt,g\xt)- Fix a base point £o ¥" 0- Let Hn(Xt0]Z)fr 
be the free part of Hn(Xto;Z) and fix its integral basis, say {ai,--- ,a/} where 
/ = dim#n(Xio,R). Let (•,•) be the intersection form on iJn(X^0,Z) and A := 
((a,i,aj))i<itj<i the intersection matrix relative to above basis. For any t € 5*, 
fix an integral basis {ai(£),--- ,«/(£)} of Hn(Xt',l<)fr whose intersection matrix is 
A. Let oox/s :— det(TX/5)* be the relative canonical bundle of (TT, X, 5). Fix a 
Os-basis of TT+LOX/S, 

say Wi,-— ,ci;m} where m = dimHn(Xt, Oxt )•   Let fl(t) := 

[I (t) uj(t)) ke the period matrix relative to {ai, • • • ,a/} and {c^i, • • • , 
V   at^ ' / l<i<l,l<j<m 

THEOREM 0.1.   There exist n, • • • ,rk G Q such that as t ->> 0, 

r(xt)~  E   E   E  a^rmiogiii)* 
r=ri,--' ,rfc i,j>0 k>-hn>0-n 

where /in'0 = hn,0(Xt) (t ^ 0). Furthermore, there exists a constant A such that 

lim j—Yyi -—— = exp(A). 
^0 \tffcfortSingXo) det ^^AQ (fy (-^ 

As an application of Main Theorem, we show in [Y2] that analytic torsion of 
smooth theta divisor is represented by the Siegel modular form characterizing the 
Andreotti-Mayer locus. 

1. Determinant bundles and Quillen metrics. In this section, we recall 
some basic properties of Quillen metrics in the simplest setting. For the general 
treatment, see [S] and [F]. 

Let TT : X -> S be a proper smooth morphism of Kahler manifolds. Let (E, h) 
be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over X. The determinant bundle \{E) is 
defined by the following formula: 

(1.1) \{E) :=^(detRH,Ox(E)){-1)q. 
q>0 

Let gx/s be a Kahler metric on the relative tangent bundle TX/S := ker TT*. Namely 
9x/s\xt is Kahler for any fiber Xt := TT

-1
^)- Via the Hodge theory, identify the fiber 

Xxt(Et) = X(E)t with the determinant of harmonic forms: 

(max \ v    1) /max \ ( — 1) 

/\H^XuEt)) -(g)    /\n^{XuEt)) 
/ Q>O \ / 

where 7i0,q(XtjEt) stands for the harmonic (0,^)-forms with coefficients in E. Since 
H0>q(Xt,Et) carries the natural Hermitian structure by the integration of harmonic 
forms, so does X(E)t via the identification (1.2). This metric is called the L2-metric 
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of X(E) relative to gx/s and h, and is denoted by || • \\L2. Let D^q be the (9-Laplacian 
acting on E-valued (0,Q')-forms on Xt and (t'q(s) its zeta function. Then (^(s) 
extends to a meromorphic function on the complex plane and is regular at 5 = 0. 

DEFINITION 1.1. The Quillen metric of X(E) relative to gx/s and h is defined 
by 

||-||^W:=r(Xt,^)||.||ia(t) 

where T(Xt,Et) is the Ray-Singer analytic torsion: 

T(Xt,Et) := JJCdet D?*)*-1)'',    det D?'« := exp (- j- 
q>0 

/-0,g 
ff'ffW 

s=0 

It is known that || • ||Q is a smooth Hermitian metric on X(E) if the morphism is 
smooth. For smooth Kahler morphisms, curvature and anomaly of the Quillen metric 
is computed by Bismut-Gillet-Soule ([B-G-S]). 

THEOREM 1.1. Let (TT^X^S) be a locally Kahler smooth morphism of complex 
manifolds. Let gx/s be a Kahler metric ofTX/S. Let Td(TX/S, gx/s) be the Todd 
form of (TX/S,gx/s) and ch(E,h) the Chern character of {E,h).  Then, 

ci(A(0x), || • ||Q) - MTd(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E,h)) (1,1) 

where a^'p^ stands for the {p,p)-part of the form a. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let gx/s and 9'x/s ^e ^^er metrics ofTX/S. Let || • ||Q and 

|| • ||g be the Quillen metrics of X(E) relative to gx/s and 9'x/s respectively.  Then, 

log ({fqj|)   - n4Td(TX/S;gx/s,g'x/s)ch(E,h))^ 

where Td{TX/S'^gx/s^d'x/s) zs ^e Bott-Chern class ofTX/S relative to the Todd 
form, gx/s and g^^. 

THEOREM 1.3. Let h and h' be Hermitian metrics of E. Let \\ • ||Q and \\ • ||g be 
the Quillen metrics of X(E) relative to h and h'.  Then, 

log (jj-fjjl)   = ** (Td(TX/S, 9x,s)ch{E, h))^ 

where ch{E',h,h') is the Bott-Chern class of E relative to the Chern character, h and 
h'. 

We also need a theorem of Bismut and Lebeau ([B-L]) which describes the Quillen 
norm of canonical section in terms of some secondary classes. (For the general cases, 
see [B-L].) 

THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a compact Kahler manifold and {Y.gy — 9X\Y) its 
smooth hypersurface with induced metric. Let L = [Y] be the line bundle defined by Y 
and sy its canonical section, i.e., (SY)O — \Y]- Let hj, = \\ • H^ be a Hermitian metric 
of L and gNY/x a Hermitian metric of Ny/x such that, on Y, ||dsy||^* ^LY = 1 

where Ly := L\y and dsy G H0(Y,Np/x®L). Let Xx{E®L"1), Xx(E) and Ay(Ey) 
be the determinant of cohomologies equipped with the Quillen metrics relative to gx, gy 
and hE®L-lihE,hEY-  Let a be the canonical element of X := Xy(Ey) 0 XxiE)'1 (g) 
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XxiE^L'1).  Then, 

log|M|2A,Q=- f Td{TX,gx)Td-l{LM)cKE,h)\og\ 
Jx 

+ J Td-\NY/x,gNY/x)Td(E)ch{EY) 

- [ Td{TX)R(TX)ch{E) + / Td(TY)R(TY)ch(EY) 
Jx JY 

where R is the Gillet-Soule genus and Td(£) is the Bott-Chern class relative to the 
Todd genus and £ = {£, {gY,gTX\Yi9NY/x)} ' 0 -> TY -> TX\Y ->• NY/X -> 0. 

Recall the definition of Td(£). Let £ : 0 -> E' A E A E" -> 0 be an ex- 
act sequence of vector bundles over a complex manifold M with Hermitian metrics 
hs' 5 hE, IIE" • Define a vector bundle over M x IP1 by 

(1.3) E = {(e, e7') G £7 © E"(-l); t;(e) + ^ 0 e" = 0} 

where E1 =: prlE, E"(—l) := pr^E" 0 Opi(-l), CTQ and CTOQ the canonical section of 
(9pi(l) such that (cro)o = 0 and (<7oo)o = oo. In the homogeneous coordinate, <Jo = 2:0 
and croc = zi where z = ^o/^i is the inhomogeneous coordinate of P1. Let 

(1.4) /^((e, e"), (e, e'')) := hE(e, e) + /i^ (ao 0 e", (Jo 0 e") 

be a Hermitian metric of E. Consider the following exact sequence of vector bundles 

on M x P1: 0 -> JS' ^0 JB ^ E'^-l) -> 0 where P2 : E 3 (e,e") -> e7' G ^"(-l). 
Then, 

(1.5) Td(£) = [ log \z\2 • rd(E, ^). 

2. Families of hypersurfaces and relative Todd form. Let 5 be a complex 
manifold and D = {z G C; \z\ < 1} be the unit disc. Through this section, 5 
is not necessary the unit disc. Put U := Dn+1 x 5. Let F(z,s) G 0(17) be a 
holomorphic function such that F(',s) is not a constant function for any 5 G 5 where 
z=(zo,-' ,zn) €Dn+1. Set 

(2.1) X:={(z,s)eU]F(z,s) = 0}cU, 

(2.2) p : U B {z, s) -> s G 5,     TT := p\x : X -> 5, 
n   ^.P 

(2.3) E := {(z, s) eU;do>F:=Y^ ^-dz1 = 0}. 
i=o ^ 

Let TC71"^1 := ker p*|x and TX/S := ker TT* be the vector bundles associated to p 
and TT respectively defined on U — E. Put Nx/cn+1 '•— ker p*/ ker TT* and consider the 
following exact sequence: 

(2.4) 0 —> TX/S —> rCrl+1 —> ^x/Cn+i —> 0. 

Let pei+i = YA=IO l^l2 t)e ^h6 Euclidean metric of TC71"^1 which gives the smooth 
orthogonal splitting TC1"1"1 = TX/S 0 (TX/S)-1. Put to/5 = £c>+i |Tx/s for the 
induced metric of TX/S. Nx/oi+1 is equipped with the Hermitian metric gw = 
girx/S)^ by the C^-identification Nx/ci+1 — (TX/S)-1. Let i?x/s be the curvature 
form of (TX/S, gx/s) defined on 7/ - E. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1.  On U - S, it holds that [Td{Rx/s)]{n+1'n+1) = 0. 
For the proof, we need the followings. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V be a vector space over C. For any A — (ao, — - ,an),B = 

(fro? •'' > &n) € V' (S> Cn+1 (af, bj G V) and indeterminate x, 

det(I + a:*J3 A A) = (1 + xA A *B)"1. 

iJere ^ A A = (fy A a^) G Af (n, A*^) and A A 'B = ^ ai A b, G A*y. 
Proo/. Since {A A 'B)* = -rr(*B A A)k, {A A tJB)/ = 0 (J > dimV), and 

(2.5) det(J - tX) = exp ( - jr Tr^ A 

for any square matrix X, we get the formula by putting t — —x and X = tBAA. U 
LEMMA 2.2. For any F(x) = 1 + X)i>i ^ € C[[a:]] and ^,.8 G V (8) Cn, 

det F(*J3 A A) = F(A A 'S)"1. 

Proo/. Put F^B A A)-= J + j/'B A A and y = Ei>i ai(^ A ^)i"1. By Lemma 
2.1, det F^B A A) = (1 + y A A ^B)"1 - F(A A ^B)"1. "      D 

Proo/ of Proposition 2.1. Let i^^v be the curvature form of {Nx/cn+1 ,9N)- Let 
A G A^f^HomiTX/S^TX/S)1-)) be the second fundamental form of (2.3). By 
the Gauss-Codazzi equation ([Ko], I (6.1)), the curvature form of (TCn'+1,gc^+i) is 
represented by 

(on R _(Rx/s-A*AA        -D'A* 
(2.6) Rrc+i-y.      DnA RN-A/\A* 

Since (TC1"1"1 ^g^n+\) is a flat vector bundle, we find it/roi+1 = 0 which implies 

(2.7) Rx/s = A* A A,    ^ = A A A*,    ITA = D'A* = 0. 

Applying Lemma 2.2 for Rx/s and F(x) = Td(x) = x/(l — e_x), we get 

(2.8) Td(Rx/s)=Td(RN)-\ 

In particular, 

(2.9) [Td{Rx/s)] (n+l.n+l) _ = (-1)"+1 

(n + 2)!( 2^ > 

n-fl 

Consider the dual of (2.3): 

(2.10) 0—► ̂Jf/O+i  " > X2Q»+I -^"x/s — ->0. 

2=0 

dF      2 

As ^V'x/ei+1 ^s generateci by d^n+iF = X^ILo if (^J
5

)^** ^V is represented by 

n 

(2.11) iJjv = -^x/c„+1 = -ddlog Hdo.+i F||2,     Hdo.+i FH2 = X) 

Let i/ : U - E -> Fn be the Gauss map: 

" dF dF 
(2.12) Z/:C/_E3(Z5S)^ (^5):...: —(*,*) 
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By (2.11), we find 

i i     — 
(2.13) 7rRN = v*vw>n,    cjpn = --551og||z| 

ZTT ZTT 

which combined with (2.9) yields 

(2.14) [Td(Rx/s)}{n+1'n+1) = ^ajf"*^1 = o- n 

3. Estimates of anomaly. Let (TT.X.S) be the smoothing of IHS as before. 
Let gx and g'x be Kahler metrics of X. The induced metric on TX/S are denoted by 
gx/s and 9'x/s- ^et ^ ke a holomorphic vector bundle over X and h, h' its Hermitian 
metrics. We prove the following theorem in this section. 

THEOREM 3.1. There exists a > 0, ri, • • • ,ra G Q>o a^c? p > 1 depending only 
on SingXo such that 

(1) 7r*(Td{TX/S] gx/s, g'xis)ch(Ei M)(0,0) lies in CQ;(5) and admits the following 
asymptotic expansion as t -> 0: 

^{Td{TXlS]gxls,9,
x/s)ch{E,h))(0fi)~Y.Y,   E   Or^ltWlogltl)*, 

r    i,j>0 0<fc<n 

(2) MTd(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E, h))^ lies in Lfoc(S), 

(3) 7T^(Td(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E')h,hf))<<0^ lies in Ca{S) and admits the following 
asymptotic expansion as t -» 0: 

ir.{Td(TX/S,gx/s)di{E;h,h'))<-0M~YlT,    E   ^i*!*!^^'^ 1*1)*• 
r    i,j>0 0<k<n 

(4) n.iTdpX/S.gx/sjdiiEMW lies in Lf0C(S). 
For the proof, we need the following theorem due to Barlet ([Ba]). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n + l and K a compact 

subset. Let 0 G Vt^n{K) be a smooth (n,n)-form supported in K. Let f : X —> 
S be a holomorphic function. Then, /*(</>) zs a Holder continuous function on S. 
Furthermore, there exists n, • • • , r^ G Q fl [0,2) such that, as t -+ 0, 

/.(#(*)-  E   E E ar^m^iiogit])". 
r=ri,--- ,rk i,j>00<k<n 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since the proof of (3) and (4) is similar to that of (1) 
and (2), we only prove the former. Furthermore, we assume E is trivial and h = 1 
for simplicity because the problem is of local nature and the proof of the case h ^ 1 
is similar. Let p : Pv(rX) -» X be the projective bundle whose fiber at x, say 
PV(TX)X = PV(TXX), is the set of all hyperplanes in TXX. Let Fx be the universal 
vector bundle over PV(TX). Let Hx be a hyperplane in TXX and [Hx] the point in 
FW(TXX) corresponding to Hx. Then, {FX)(X,[HX]) = -#x- By the construction, we 
obtain the following exact sequence of vector bundles over IPV(TX): 

(3.1) 0 —+ Fx —> P*T X -^Nx—>0 

where Nx = 0pv(TX)(l)-  Define Hermitian metrics on Fx by ^x := p*gx\Fx an(i 
p^   := P*9X\FX- Let z/ : TX/S -t Fx be the Gauss map: 

(3.2) is : TXX/S 3 (x,v) -+ {x, [TxXlS\,v) G Fx,{x^x/s])' 
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The underlying map from X to PV(TX) is also denoted by v. Then, v : X -> PV(TX) 
is a rational map which is holomorphic on X - SingXo. From the universal property 
of Fx, it follows that (TX/S,gx/s) = v*{Fx,gFx)- In particular, we get 

Td(TXIS,gxls) = v*Td(Fx,gFx),    Td{TXIS;gxls,9'x/s) = ^Td(Fx]9Fx,9Fxy 

Due to Hironaka, there exists a proper modification f :Y -* X such that 
(1) / : Y — f'1 (SingXo) —> X — SingXo is an isomorphism, 
(2) (TT O /)~1(0) = ^2i ki Di (ki > 0) is a divisor with simple normal crossing, 
(3) There exists a holomorphic map 0 : Y -> PV(TX) such that (j) = uofonY- 
f-1 (SingXo). 
(1) Put q := TT o / : Y -> 5. It follows from (3.3) that 

(3.4) ^(fd^X/S^gx/s.g'x/s))^ = g*(0*rd(Fx;^,^J)(o'o). 

Since (j)"fTd(Fx\gFx >^F^) ^
S
 
a smooth (n,n)-form on y, we get the assertion by The- 

orem 3.2. 
(2) By the assumption, for any w G V, there exist local coordinates (C/^, (u^, • • • , ^n)) 
such that q(w) = w^0 • • • wf' (^ > 1, / < n). Set 

1   l    1 
(3.5) T := 1 zZ TT^l)2  lwi^wo A • • • A d^-i A di^+i A • • • A dK;n. 

Let pc/^ be a smooth function supported in Uw. Since (j)*Td(TXlS,gx/s) is a smooth 
(n + l,n + l)-form on Uw, there exists h G CQ

0
^™) such that 

(3.6) pUw(j)*Td(TX/S) gx/s) = hdwo A dwo A • • • A dit;n A dwn. 

Since q*(dt/t) AT — dwo A • • • A (i^n, we get 

q,(pUw^Td(TXIS,gx/s)){1'1)(t) = g*(/idii;o A dwo A • • • A dwn A c^)(t) 

(3.7) dtf\di 

W 
f 
/ hr AT. 

JQ-H tq-^^nUv, 

By Theorem 3.2, 7r*(p[/ Td(TXj'S,gx/s))^1,1^ has the asymptotic expansion 
(3.8) 

Itl2 
1
   ' r    i,j>0 0<k<n 

Put Se = {t € 5; |i| < e} d 5. Since 
(3.9) 

/ 9.(pcA>*Td(TX/5,^/s))(1,1)  =   / Pu„fTd(TX/S,gx/s))M < 00, 

Crjj-fc 7^ 0 if and only if r + i + j > 0.   In particular, there exists p > 1 such that 
7r*(Td(TX/S,gx/s))^ € ifoc(5). This proves (2). D 

4. An analytic characterization of Milnor number. Let D be the unit disc 
in C We prove the following theorem in this section. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let f(z) be a holomorphic function defined on the poly disc Dn+1 

centered at 0  G  Cn+1   such that the origin is an isolated critical point of f.    Set 
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Yt := Dn+1 fl Z-1^) for the fiber of f.   Let fi(f) be the Milnor number of (Yb,0). 
Then, 

L {-ddlog Mrr log MW
2
 = nv) log \t\2+o(i) (t -> o). 

Yt  27r 

Proof At first, let us consider the case that f(z) has non-degenerate singularity 
at z = 0. There exist local coordinates ([/, (wo, • • • ,wn)) around the critical point of 
/ such that f(w) = WQ + • • • -h tu^. Let <?i := X^r=o l^i|2 t)e a ^^ Kahler metric on 
U. Various norms relative to gi is denoted by || • ||i. By Stokes's theorem, 

m-- = f (^dd\og\\df\\2y\og\\dfr 

(4.i)       =fY (J^ddiog\\df\\iy'\og\mi 

+/yiog{|||- E (^logiid/m^iogiid/ii^+oa) 

where the 0(l)-term comes from the integral along the boundary. Let q : V ->• D9 be 

the blowing-up at 0. Then, q* log    ,{ U extends to a smooth function on V. Therefore, 

the second integral of (4.1) is a continuous function by Theorem 3.2. Since \\df\\i(w) — 
|H|2, we get 

(4.2) I{t) =  f (fa5 log |M|2)n log \\w\\2 + 0(1) = log |*|2 + 0(1). 

This proves the case of non-degenerate critical point. 
Consider the general case. Let F(z,s) be a one parameter deformation of f(z) 

defined on Dn+2 such that F(z,0) = f(z). Put /s(^) := F(z,s). Let F(tjS) := Z,"1^) 
be the fiber of the map TT : (z,s) -¥ (fs(z),s). Let A be the divisor of Dn+2 over 
which the fiber of TT is singular. We may assume that fs (s ^ 0) has only finitely many 
non-degenerate critical points by choosing F(x,s) as the Morsification of f(z). Let p 
be a cut-off function on Dn+2 such that p = 1 on a neighborhood of 0, say W, and 
p = 0 on a neighborhood of dDn+2. Put 

(4.3) 0(t,fl):= /      p.(f^log||dF||2riog|MF||2,    x := f 590. 

Then, 

(4.4) x=-z- [ P-(w-ddlogWdFW2)^1 + f      dpAF1+dpAF2+ddpAF3 27r JY^-W     
27r yy(ti-) 

for some smooth forms F1,F2,F3 because (ddlog\\dF\\2)n+l = 0 on W (cf. (2.14)). 
Thus x extends to a smooth real (l,l)-form over D2. Since 0|7 = log|^|2 + ip (ip € 
C00(7)) for any holomorphic curve 7 which intersects transversally to A by (4.2), 
applying the argument of [B-B, §10.2], it follows that 

(4.5) f 990 = 6A-x 

in the sense of current over D2.  Since the multiplicity of A at 0 is /i(/) (cf.   [Lo]), 
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restricting (4.5) to the disc D x {0}, we get 

i     — 
(4-6) ^<9<9(0|£>x{o}) = "mttoA • Jo - xbx{o} = M/Mo - XIDX{O}- 

The assertion follows from (4.6). D 

5.   An explicit formula for the Bott-Chern form. Let X = Dn+1 be the 
polydisc and Y = {z G X]6(z) = 0} its smooth hypersurface defined by 8 G 0(X) 
through this section. Consider the following exact sequence of vector bundles over Y: 

(5.1) S : 0 —► TY —> TX|y —> A^y/X —> 0. 

Let px = Zir=o l^l2 be the flat metric on TX and gy the induced metric on TY. Let 
gjv be a Hermitian metric of iVy/x induced by the C00-identification (TY)1- = Ny/x- 
Let ^ be another metric on A7" such that g,

N^(d8,d9) = 1 where g^* := (^JV)
-1
 and 

d9 the generator of iV*. Set £ := (f, (gTY,Qx,gfN))- We prove the following theorem 
in this section. 

THEOREM 5.1. 

v*ci(H) J0 s    ds        v*ci(H) 

where v : Dn+1 3 z -> (^(^) : • • • : ^W) ^ ^ «5 ^e Gawss map re/atoe to 8. 

Before proving Theorem 5.1, let us verify that £ satisfies Bismut's condition 
(A) (cf. [Bl]). Put L = [Y] for the line bundle on X defined by the divisor Y 
and Ly := L\y its restriction to Y. As L has the canonical section 5 such that 
(s)o = Y, si := 9~ls is a nowhere vanishing section trivializing L. Let IIL be the 
Hermitian metric of L such that /iz,(s, s) = |^|2 and /i^y its restriction to Ly. Clearly 
h>L(si,si) = 1 and the Chern form of (L, /i^) vanishes on X. Now the normal bundle 
Ny/x is identified with Ly by the following map: 

(5.2) ®d8 : Ny/X 3 
d 

dzi 
88 

-> ^-5i € Ly. 
OZi 

Let p : A^y/x -» y be the projection. By the construction, the following is clear. 
LEMMA 5.1. (&dQ : ^Ly1,^*/!^1) -> (p*NY/x,P*g,x*) is an isometry. Namely, 

\\d0 0 siHV-ajr^ = 1 ^^ II ' IIW^Lv :=: ^ ^ ^y; _ 

In the sequel, identify 5i = 1. We compute Td(£) by using the formula (1.5). 
The Gauss map induces the following metric on Ly. 

xn     psn \de_\2 n 

azi'azi'    ||^||2 

m_ 2 

j=0 

where hn is the standard metric of H = (9p»>(l). Its Chern form is given by 

(5.4) cxtLXM - **<*(#),   c^ff) = ^aaiogiizii2. 

Define TX and g'~ in the same manner as (1.3) and (1.4). 

LEMMA 5.2. Put u := l/z /or £/&e coordinate o/P1 near oo.  T/ien; 

n^ir 
^TX ^TY = 9TY ®      1 + -7-12"       ^ 
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Proof. By (1.4), 

(5.5) g~=9Y(B (gN + 7-759N)- 
\u\ 

The assertion follows from the following: 

(5-6) 9f = J^- = UdOtf. U 

Consider the following exact sequence of Hermitian vector bundles over Fn: 

(5.7) 0 —> E —> Cn+1 -^H = Ppn(l) —> 0 

where E is the universal bundle over Pn, i.e., Eu = {z G Cn+1; X)iLo uizi = ^} ^or 

u e Pn. Cn+1 is equipped with the standard Euclidean metric and E and H are 
equipped with the induced metric from (5.7). Then, the following is clear by the 
definition: 

(5.8) (TY,gTY) = v*(E,hE),    (NY/x,hN) = v*(H,hH), 

which combined with Lemma 5.2 yields the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Putt2 := \\d9\\2. Then, 

Put a(u,z) := 1 H- \u\~2(j)2{z). Let A be the second fundamental form of the 
exact sequence (5.7). As (Cn+1, ft(o+i) is flat, we have the following formula by the 
Gauss-Codazzi equation. 

LEMMA 5.4. 

„      = /   (1-\)V*RE aiogaAi/M* 
TX      \-la^\oga^v*A    {l-\)v*RH + dd\oga 

where Rfx, RE and RH are curvatures of (TX^h—), {E^HE) and (if,ftij). 
Set 

(5.9)   v:=<l)u,    B:=is*A,    x — dlogr^r,    y :=     '      .^log-1^,     u := ddcp. 

Then, similar to (2.7), we get 5 A B* + CJ = U*RH + UJ = 0. By Lemma 5.4, we have 
the following formula. 

r,     r. .^        fB*AB    xAB*\     _L PROPOSITION 5.1. Pi^r:=        A D . Tften, 
\ yAB        xy    J 

R := iJjrj = 1 + ,  p * r- 

LEMMA 5.5. Se£re = A „        o = (B    -ex). Then. 
\eyAB       e2xy    I       \ ey J v / 

de 

1 d2 

6        U'       2d62 TrT^C-l)*-1*^^-1. 
€=0 le=0 

Proof. As in Lemma 2.1, we get 

(5.10) TrT€
k^(-l)k-1(e2xy + cj)k. 
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The assertion follows from (5.10). □ 
LEMMA 5.6. Let F(X) be a GL(n -f 1, C)-invariant polynomial Then, 

Proof. Let F(xi,--- ,a;n+i) be a polynomial such that F(X) — F(TrX,--- , 
TrXn+1). By Lemma 5.5, we find 
(5.11) 

de 
F(tTe) = 0,     ^ 

6 = 0 at 6=0 

F(tTt) = ^ • ±F(Tr(tT0), ■ ■ ■ ,Tr(tTo)n+1). 
u      at 

Since x2 = y2 — 0, the coefficients of e* in the Taylor expansion of F(t • Tc) vanishes 
for A; > 2 and we have 

(5.12) F(tT€) = F(tTo)+t^l-F(tTo)e2. 
id at 

Set t = 2^/(1 + \v\2) and e = 1. Since 

(5.13) tT^JLR,    ^o = A_L_(^    0^    txy = u}¥h 

where cjpi is the Fubini-Study form of P1, we obtain 

[F(i-R) = [^±    F(t±-(™* »y\ 

{"(sC?-?))-^}-  D 27ri 

UJ 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Putting F(X) — Td(X) in Lemma 5.6, it follows from 
Lemma 2.2 

(5-i5»        LTd{iR)= Td-1{v,ci(H))-l 

In the same manner as (5.14), we obtain 

(5.16)       J^fT^l^^^J^sH^iT^s^m. 
By (1.5) and (5.9), we have 

(5.18) Td(£) = -log4>J Td(±R) - l^\og\v\2Td(j^RJ, 

which combined with (5.15) and (5.16) yields the desired formula. D 

6. Proof of main theorem for globalizable families. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle on a complex manifold 

X. The pair (X,E) is said to be globalizable, if X is embeddable into a projective 
algebraic manifold of the same dimension to which E extends as a coherent sheaf. 

Let us use the same notations as in section 0. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that the pair (X,E) is globalizable. Therij \\ • \\Q is a 
singular Hermitian metric on \{E) whose curvature current is 

ci(A(£),|| ■ ||Q) = ^^riE^SingX^So + K*{Td{TXIS,gx/s)ch{E,h)){l>l) 

where ^{Td^TX/S)ch{E,h))^^ lies in Lp
loc{S) for somep> 1. 

For the proof, we need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let D be the unit disc, x € L00(D) and f G C00{D). Suppose that 

Ax — f on D - {0} in the sense of distribution. Then x £ C00{D) and above equality 
holds on D in the classical sense. 

Proof Since / G C00^), there exists g G C^iP) such that Ag = f. Then 
A(x — g) = 0 on D — {0} in the sense of distribution. As x — 9 is bounded on a 
neighborhood of 0, it extends to a harmonic function on D by the Riemann extension 
theorem. Therefore x is smooth on D and satisfies Ax = /• D 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof is similar to that of Bismut [B2]. At first, we 
treat the case that X C X' and E extends to a vector bundle E' over X'. By Theorem 
1.2, 1.3 and 3.1, we may asssume that the curvatures of (TX^gx) and (E^HE) vanish 
on a neighborhood of SingXo and that gx (resp. hs) extends to a Kahler (resp. 
Hermitian) metric gx' (resp. HE

1
) on TX' (resp. E'). Since {Xt}tes is a family of 

divisors in X', L := {Lt}tes (Lt '•= [Xt]) is a holomorphic family of line bundles over 
X' and defines a line bundle over X' x 5. Fix a smooth function h on S such that 
h(u) = \u\2 for \u\ < \ and h(u) = 1 for \u\ > \. Let s G tf^X' x 5,L) be the 
canonical section of L such that (st)o = Xt where St := s\x>x{o}- Define a Hermitian 
metric /i£t on Lt such that hLt{st,St){z) — h(7r(z) — t) for z G X and hLt(st,St) = 1 
for z G X1 — X. Then, the family of metrics hi '= {hit} becomes a smooth Hermitian 
metric on L. Put St{z) '= (niz) — ^)~15i(^). Then St is also a holomorphic section on 
a neighborhood of XQ and trivializes Lt over Xt- Moreover we get hLt(st,St) = 1 on 
Xt. Let dir be the generater oiN^c,x for any t G 5— {0}. Let g'N*it be the Hermitian 

metric of N^,x defined by gl
N*t(d7r,d7r) = 1. Put g^j := (g^^t)'1- Then on XQ 

holds the following equality by the construction of hLt and gr
N* t: 

(6-1) \\dK®st\\9^t®Lt=l. 

Let do G r(S,Xx(E)) be a holomorphic section such that cr(£) ^ 0 for any t G 5. 
Let pi :— pri be the projection to the z'-th factor in X' x S. Regarding X' x S as 
the trivial family over 5, we obtain line bundles A^xS^Pi-E') and Xx'xsifiiE1 QL'1) 
over S. By the construction of L, A := \x(E) (g) Xx'xsiPiE')"1 ® Xx>xs{PiEf ® £) 
is canonically trivial and has a canonical section cr. Let ai G r(5, Ax'x^^i^')) and 
^2 G r(5, Ax'xsCPi-E' ® i-1)) be nowhere vanishing sections such that 

(6.2) CTQ (8) af1 0 (72 = cr. 

Let || • ||QI and || • \\Q2 be the Quillen metrics of Xx'xsfjPiE') an(i Xx'xsiPiE' <8) 
I/-1) relative to (gx(,hE') and (gx^hs' Qh^1) respectively. By (6.1), we may apply 
Theorem 1.4 to Xt C X' to obtain 

(6.3) log||(7o||2(*)Q /   Td{Et)ch{E',hE) 
JXt 

(0,0) 

+ #*), 
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where 

0(*)=loglKllQl(*)-log|k2||^(*) 

-/   Td(TXl,gx')Td-1(Lt,hLt)ch(E',hE,)\og\\st\\li+Const. 
JX' 

and £ is an exact sequence of holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles: 

(6.5) ^ : 0 —► {TXt,gXt) -+ (TX\Xt,gx) —> (iVXl/x,,^it) -+ 0. 

Since logHcrxH^ and log||(72||Q2 are smooth function on 5 by Theorem 1.1, </> is a 
continuous function on S. Let Up be a small neighborhood of p G SingXo in X. As 

Td(£t) depends smoothly on t G 5 over X - UpesingXoUp and (£', /i^) is flat on each 
Up, we get 

I (o,o) 

/        Td(St) 
JXtnUp 

(6.6) \og\\a0\\2Q(t)=r(E)     ^ 
p€Sing Xo 

for some V € C0(5). Put /p := n\Up. By Theorem 4.1 and 5.1, 
(6.7) 

+m 

/     Td(£t) = /      ^'/m      logH^PII
2
 + CW /     »*tMH)n 

Jxtnup Jxtnup ■t/fp
cn-ii) Jxtnup 

1    ;        ' I l-ddlog\\dfp\\2)   log||d/p||
2 + 0(l) f f- Jxtnuv V27r (n + 2)! JxtnuP \^ 

Mp)log|i|2 + 0(l) 
(_!)»+! 

(n + 2)! 

which together with (6.6) yields 

,.2„x (-1)'        ./m..^M_m2 (6.8) log|ko||i(t) = ^^r(E)/i(p)log|^+xW,    X € ^(5). 

By Theorem 1.1, it holds on 5 - {0} that 

(6.9) ^ddx = ic.tTdiTX/Stgx/sWEth))™. 

Since 7T4Td(TX/S,gx/s)^HE,h))<<1^ extends to a smooth (l,l)-form over 5 by 
Proposition 2.1 and x € ^^(S), we find by (6.9) and Lemma 6.1 that x € C00(5). 
The assertion follows from (6.8), (6.9) and smoothness of x- 

Next, we treat the general case where the extension E' of E is no more a vector 
bundle. Since X' is a projective manifold, there exists a resolution of E' by vector 
bundles {^i}i<i<Ar over X': 

(6.10) 0 -> .Eiv -> BJV-I ^ )► Ei -)► ^ -> 0. 

Here we identify vector bundles with corresponding locally free sheaves. Fix Hermitian 
metrics {hi} on each Ei. As every Ei is a vector bundle, we can apply Theorem 6.1 
for each (Ei,hi) over X. Since E' is a vector bundle over X, by an argument using 
anomaly formula ([B-G-S, Theorem 0.3]), we also get the theorem for (E, h). D 

7. Approximation by algebraic families and proof of main theorem. We 
prove Main Theorem in this section. For simplicity, we assume that Sing XQ consists 
of one point i.e., SingXo = {0}. (General case is proved similarly.) 
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Step 1. Fix an embedding i : X <-)• F^ x 5, TT = pr2 of and define the polarization 
Ox(]) -= i*pr{OpN(l). Since X is projective over 5, it is enough to show the theorem 
under the assumption that the vector bundle E is a quotient of some Ox(—1)0/' 
ip : Ox(-l)®1 -> £ -> 0. Let Ps(m) be the Hilbert polynomial of Xs (s G 5) with 
respect to Ox (I)- As X is flat over 5, P(m) = Ps(m) is constant in s G 5. Let 
T := HilbpN be the Hilbert scheme of subvarieties with the Hilbert polynomial P(m) 
and pi : Y -> T the universal family over T. Then, F C T x F^ and Yt is a subvariety 
of rN corresponding to t G HilbgN (cf [G]). Set 0y(l) := OFN(1)\Y. Let ^(m) 
be the Hilbert polynomial of Oxa(E8) with respect to Oxs(l)' Since Ox{E) is flat 
over 5, 0(m) = 05(m) is constant in s G 5. Let Q = Quot*(OY(-l)el/Y/T) be 
the Quot-scheme of coherent (9y-modules which are quotient of CV(—I)0* with the 
Hilbert polynomial </>(ra). Let p2 • Q —> T be the projection. Put YQ :=Y XT Q and 
q : lg -> Q for the projection to the second factor. The universal quotient sheaf over 
YQ is denoted by F (cf. [G]): * : OYQ (-1)0/ -> F -> 0. 

Let 7 : 5 -> Q be the holomorphic map defined by 7(5) = (XS,ES) G Q. Then, 
by the universality of the Hilbert scheme and the Quot-scheme, we get the following 
identification: 

(7.1) X = YQx7S,    E = 7*F. 

Since T and Q are projective varieties, we can approximate the holomorphic curve 
7 : 5 -> Q by a sequence of algebraic curves due to Demailly, Lempert and SchifFman 
([D-L-S], [L]). 

LEMMA 7.1. T/iere exist a sequence of algebraic curves {Cm}m>i with distin- 
guished open subsets {U^m^i isomorphic to S, i.e., im : S = Um, and a sequence of 
holomorphic maps 7m : Cm -> Q such that, under the identification of Um with S via 

(l)7m(t)=1(t) + 0(tm+1), 
(2) 7m converges to 7 uniformly on S{\). 

Put Xm := YQ x7m 5, -Km :=pr2|xm and Em := 7^F. Then, the pair (Xm,£;m) 
is globalizable for any m. To show this, put Zm := YQ x7m (7m, E^ := ^F. Let 
/m : Zm -> Zm be a resolution of singularity and put E'^ := f^E^. Since X is 
non-singular, so is Xm by the construction. Thus, we may assume that /m is an 
isomorphism restricted to f~1(Xm). As YQ is projective, so is Zm. Furthermore, as 
F is a coherent sheaf over YQ, SO is E'^ over Zm. Clearly, (Zm,.E^) is a globalization 
of (Xm,Em). 

Step 2. Let (lg,0) and (Q,7(0)) be the germs of analytic spaces at 0 and 7(0) 
respectively. Since q : YQ -» Q is a flat morphism, 9 : (YQ,0) -)» ((9,7(0)) becomes 
a deformation of isolated hypersurface singularity (XQ,0). Since (Xo,0) is an IHS, 
its Kuranishi space Def(Xo,Q) is non-singular and Def(Xo)0) = (O^O) where /i is 
the Milnor number of (XQ, 0). Let w = (WQ, • • • , wn) be the coordinates of (Cn+1,0) 
and t = (ti,-- jtn) of Def(Xo,0). The semi-universal deformation of (XQ,0) is 
constructed as follows (cf. [Lo, Chap.6]). Let f(w) be a polynomial in ^-variables 
such that Ox0,o — C{w}/(f(w)) and {^(w), • • • , (^^(w)} a basis of the C-vector space 
C{w}/(d'f/dwo,-> idf/dwn). Then, 

v. 
(7.2) (^,0) := {(w,t) G Cn+1 x ^e/(Xo,0); /H + J^^^H = 0} 

i=l 

with the projection map pr2 : (^,0) -> Def(XQ^O) becomes the semi-universal de- 
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formation.   By the versality, there exists a small neighborhood of 0 in YQ, a small 
neighborhood V of 7(0) in Q, a holomorphic map J : (V,7(0)) -> De/(Xo,0) and an 
embedding j : ([7,0) ^> (^,0) Xj (V,7(0)) such that 
(l)(Z((t7,0)) = (y>7(0)),^=pr2oi> 

(2) j : (XQ H U, 0) <-» (^o,0) is an embedding. 
Since (^,0) Xj (^7(0)) C (Cn+1,0) x (V,7(0)), we may consider j to be an 

embedding: j : ([7,0) ^ (Cn+1,0) x (^,7(0)). 
Step 3. Let us construct a good metric on the relative tangent bundle TYQ/Q. 

Since YQ C F
N
 X Q, there exists another embedding i : (C7,0) <-> (P^jO) x (1^,7(0)). 

Fix an embedding k : (V,7(0)) «-» (CM,0). Let w = (ui, • • • ,^M) be the coordinates 
of CM. Then, the embedding induces a Kahler metric on V by dsy := k^ds^M where 
ds^M = c^H^II2 is the Euclidean metric of CM. By the embeddings i and j, [/ is 
eqquiped with the following Kahler metrics: 

(7.3) gi := 2*(dspN'+ ds^),    ^2 := i*(ds^n+i + dsy) 

where d5pN is the Fubini-Study metric. Since gi and #2 are induced by embeddings 
into some ambient spaces, they are quasi-isometric to each other. Namely, there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that it holds on U 

(7.4) C-lg1<g2<Cg1. 

Let z = (zi,'" ,ZJV) be the inhomogeneous coordinates of FN centered at 0. Let 
B(r) be the metric balll of radius r centered at 0 in FN and U(r) := U fl (-B(r) x V). 
Fix 8 > 0 such that J7((J) C U. Let pi(r) G C00(E) such that ^(r) = 0 for r < 8U 

pi(r) = r for r > (52, /?i(r) > 0 and p"(r) > 0 for any r € E where 0 < ^ < ^ < 8. 
Let P2M be a smooth cut-off function such that /^(r) = 1 for r < 82 and P2(^) = 0 
for v >8. Define a potential function <I>e G C,00(?7) by 

(7.5) $£ := eiV2(log(l + \\zf))r{\\wf + ||U||2) + HMlogU + ||^||2)) + ||u||2}. 

Since ds2
N = Mlog(l + ||z||2) and ds2„+1 = dd\\w\\2, we find by (7.4) that d<9$£ > 0 

on U if e is sufficiently small. By the construction, 

U*ds2
N|TyQ/Q        (a;eJ7\l7(5o))- 

Therefore, we can define a Hermitian metric OYQ/Q on TYQ/Q by 

, x      / 9^e|TyQ/Q(x)        (xGC/) 
^7-7^ 9YQ/Q{

X
)   =   )      .*,   21 ^\        /       r-TT\TT(X\\ 

By Proposition 2.1 and (7.6), we get the following. 
LEMMA 7.2. It holds on[/(<Ji) *Aat[rd(ryQ/(3,flfy0/Q)](n+1'n+1) = 0. Moreover, 

[Td(TyrQ/(5,^yQ/Q)]^n+1,n+1^ extends to a smooth (n+l,nH-l)-/orm on a neighborhood 
ofXo. 

Step 4- Let us construct a good metric on F. Since F is locally free along XQ, 

so is on a neighborhood of XQ in YQ because locally freeness is an open condition. In 
particular, there exists a hermitian metric hp on F\q-i^ whose curvature vanishes 
onUifU and V are chosen small enough. 

Step 5. Let gm := ImOYq/Q ail<i ^m := Tm^^ ^e ^^e induced Hermitian metrics 
on TXm/S and Em. Since it is enough to show Main Theorem for some Kahler 
metric of X and some Hermitian metric of E, we may assume that TX/S and E are 
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equipped with the restriction of gyq/Q and hp. Let A = detRp+F be the determinant 
of cohomologies, || • ||g,m the Quillen metric of A|xm relative to ^m and /im.   Let 
a e T(U, A) be a holomorphic section such that (j(z) ^ 0 for any z G U.  Applying 
Theorem 6.1 for {(Xm,^m), (£7m, /im)}, we get the following formula. 
(7.8) 

ci(7mAUm,|| • llQ.m) = (n ^ 2)! /^(^o)r(^)^o + ir.(Td(TXm/S,gm)ch(Em,/im))(1-1). 

By (7.10) and Lemma 7.2, there exist a family of smooth functions {xm} C C00(S) 
such that, on 5, 

(7.9) log||7>l&,roW = (^y!'u(Xo)r(E)log W2 +Xm(t). 

From Lemma 7.1 and the construction of metrics QYQ/Q 
and /iF5 it follows that for 

any£<ES-{0}, 

(7.10) ll7>llQ,mW-> II7V||QW    (m->oo), 

because log \\cr\\Q is a smooth function on V \ A where A is the discriminant locus of 
q : YQ —>• (5- In particular, the family {xm} is uniformly bounded on 55(|). By (7.9) 
and Theorem 1.1, we have 

(7.11) 2^^l0g Xm = 7r*(rd(rXm/5,pm)cM^m, Am))(ia). 

Since {7r*(Td(TXm/S,#m)c/i(i£m, ftm))^1,1^} is a family of smooth (1,1)-forms on 5(|) 
converging uniformly to 7r^(Td(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E,h)Y1,1^ by Lemma 7.2 and Step 4, 
it follows from the elliptic regularity theory (cf. [G-T, Theorem 8.6]) that {xm} is an 
uniformly bounded equi-continuous family on 5(|). Put 

(7.12) x(t) := log ||7V|ft(i) - j^yd(Xo)r(E)log \t\2. 

From (7.10) together with the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, it follows that limxm = X 
uniformly on 5(|) and x €'C00(S(%)). Main Theorem follows from (7.12) and the 
smoothness of x- E . 

8. Smoothing of IHS and analytic torsion. We prove Theorem 0.1 in this 
section. The same notations as in section 0 are used through this section. First, we 
study the behavior of the L2-metric on X(Ox)' 

Let H be the relatively very ample line bundle over X. We may assume that 
X C P^ x 5, H = pr^O^N^) and TT = pr2\x where pri is the projection to the 
z-th factor. Since SingXo is a finite set, we can choose generic hyperplane sections 
Hi,"- ,Hn such that SingXo & Hi and Sing(Xo fl Hi fl • • • fl Hi) = 0 for any 
i = 1, • • • , n. Put Xq := X fl Hi fl • • • fl ffn_9, TT

9
 := 7r|x9 and Xf := Xq D Xt = 

XtDHi fl- • -nHq. Then, we may also assume that 7rq : Xq —> S is a smooth morphism 
for any q > 0 by the construction. As was shown by Steenbrink ([St]), Rq7r*Ox is a 
locally free Os-module for any q > 0. Choose a (9s-basis LJI, —, UJ^ of Rq7r* Ox • Put 

cr? := A™=
qiUi € detiJ9C?x4 and cr := (g)^^)^1^ G A(Ox). By Dolbeaut's theorem, 

there exists 9-closed (0,^)-form 0? representing ^ defined on Xe := 7r~1(S6) where 
Se = {te S; \t\ < e}. Put tfit) := ^|Xt and </>?(*) := ^|^. Let IBI0?(*) and M^(0 
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be their harmonic representatives.   Then, M^^t) (resp.   M^(i)) is a holomorphic 
g-from on Xt (resp. Xf). In particular, ]HI0?(£)|x* is also a harmonic form on Xf. 

LEMMA 8.1. 

Proof. Let [E^? (t)] (resp.   [IHt0? (*)]) be the Dolbeaut cohomology class.   Then, 
we get the assertion by 

(8.1) IWM = wwn^ = i^iix? = mm 
because both He/)? {t)\xq and Mip^ (t) are harmonic forms on Xf. U 

PROPOSITION 8.1. ||cr9||^2 is a positive C00-function on S for any q < n. 
Proof. Let gt be the Kahler form of gx\xt an(l [9t] its Kahler class.   By the 

assumption, we get [gt] — c\(H)\xt in the de Rham cohomology group.   From the 
definition of L2-metric and Lemma 8.1, it follows that 

T^II? 1,2 w 

(8.2) 

detf/ u<j)(l{t)^w<i>){t)^g^(>) 

det ( f   mfi {t) A Btf{t) A ci (iJ)n 

det ( f   M^ 

<ma 

^ij^mq 

i{t)hm{t) 
l<i,j<mq 

Therefore, it is enough to show that [(j>i]\xq^" A^m ]\xq are linearly independent 
in Hq(X^Oxq) to prove the proposition. Since Hi is an ample divisor of XQ, 

ri : Hq(Xo,Oxo) -> Hq(XQ,Ox^) is an isomorphism for q < n — 1 and an injec- 
tion for q = n — 1 where ri is the restriction map. Inductively, we find that the 
restriction map rq : Hq(XQ,Oxo) ->• Hq{Xl^Oxq) is an injection for any q < n. In 
particular, [</>i]|x9 > * *' > [0m ]\xq are linearly independent in Hq(XQJ Oxq) because so 
are [Milken • •' ' [^mjlxo in Hq(Xo, Ox0) by the linearly independence of u;?, • • • ,cj^g 

at t = 0. D 
Let us study the case q — n. Write <£" = Ti and ran = m. Let (Ji, • • • ,cjm be the 

basis of u;x/s as in section 0. We can choose n such that 

(8.3) /     Ui 
JXt 

A Tj — 8ij. 

PROPOSITION 8.2. 

I det ( /   Mn (t) A MTJ (t) 
l<ij<m 

= det(tQ(t)A(i(t))  1. 

Proof. Write Hr^t) = S^=i ^'(^^'(O for some (m,m)-matrix A(t) := (aij(t)). 
Then we have 
(8.4) 

det u. MTiitfAErjit) 
l<ij'<77l 

|detA(i)|2 det a- (t)AaJ,-(t) 
l<i,i<ni 
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By (8.3), we find 

(8.5) A(t)= (j   LUi^AuJjit))     . 

Let {ai(t),"' ,a/(f)} be the basis of Hn(Xt,Z)fr as in section 0.   By the Kiineth 
formula for A* C Xt x Xt where At is the diagonal set, it holds in Hn(Xt)Z)fr 

m 

(8.6) [At] = Y, XiJPrtoitt) Apr^a^i) + E 

where E is the term containing an element of pr*Hq(Xt,1j)fr (q ^ n) and A = (A^) 
is the intersection form on iJn(Xi,Z)/r. By (8.6), we get 

/    Ui (t) A uJj (t) =  /    prluji (t) A pr^ujj (t) 
JXt JAt 

(8.7) 

= y^ ^ / "*(*) / ^w 

which together with (8.4) and (8.5) yields the assertion. □ 
PROPOSIITON 8.3 ([M]).   The following asymptotic expansion holds as t -> 0: 

/ ai(i) r=ri,-- ,rfc i>0 j=0 

where r = ri, • • • ,r/b G Q>-i andp = dim if0 (Xt, H^t) • 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let || • ||Q be the Quillen metric of \(Ox) relative to gx/s- 

By the Definition 1.1 and Proposition 8.2, there exists / G C00(S) such that 

(8.8) \\a\\2Q(t) = exp(/(t)) r(^) det (fn(*)An(*)) (-1)" 

Let p^ be a Kahler metric of X such that p^ is Euclidean flat on a neighborhood of 
SingXo and [g^] = [gx] in H%R(X,M). Let ^/^ be the induced metric on TX/S 

and || • ||Q the Quillen metric of X(Ox) relative to g^/s- ^Y Main Theorem for 
(\(Ox)i II • ||Q)J there exists a smooth (l,l)-form x on 5 such that, in the sense of 
current, 

(8.9) ^ddlog(M'Qf = i-L-M(X0)<50 + x 

because ^^(Td^XIS^g^ig))^1^ is a smooth (l,l)-form on 5 by Proposition 2.1, 
which together with Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 3.1 (1) yields 

(8.10) log Ml{t) = JCj^Xo) log |i|2 + F{t) 

where F G Ca(5) with some a > 0. Moreover F(t) admits the following asymptotic 
expansion: 

n 

(8.ii) FW-  Y,  'EJ2ar^miP(iog\t\)k 

r=ri,--- ,n 2,j>0 A:=0 
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where ri, • • • ,r/ G Q-f, and so does exp(F(t)). The theorem follows from (8.8), (8.10), 
(8.11) and Proposition 8.3. D 

THEOREM 8.1. Suppose that SingXo consists of rational singularities.   Then, 
there exists a constant A such that 

r(^) 

Proo/. From the rationality of SingXo, it follows that any Ui(0) is square inte- 

grate over XQ (cf. [Bu]) and det lfx Ui(0) A Uj(0)) 7^ 0 because {a;i(0), • • • ,t<;m(0)} 

is a basis of if0(Xo,nj ) over C Therefore, by Theorem 0.1, it is enough to show 
that 

(8.12) lim /   Ui{t)AOj(t)=        ui(0) A tij(0). 
t->0 JXt JXo 

For simplicity, we assume SingXo = {o}. Let ([/, (^o,--- ,zn)) be a coordinate 
neighborhood around o and / E 0(U) the local defining equation of (Xo,o), i.e., 
XQ H U = {z E [/; /(z) = 0}. As TT is of maximal rank on X — U, it is clear 

(8.13) lim/        (jJi(t)/\Qj(t)= LJi(0) ACJ^O). 

By the definition of relative canonical form, there exists 77* E 0(U) such that df AuJi = 
rjidzo A • • • A dzn. 

Let p : Y -> X be a good embedded resolution of /, YQ the proper transform of 
XQ and p~1(0) = Ei U • • • U Ek the exceptional divisors such that YQ U EI U • • • Ek is 
a divisor with normal crossing on Y. Let Yt = p~1(Xi). Since SingXo is rational, it 
follows from [v.S-St, (3.1) Theorem] that 

(8.14) P* (f) A P-Ui = P* (TH «**>*■-A efanj e n^ (logyo). 

Let a: E IQ, and (V, (WQ, • • • , w;n)) be a local coordinates around x such that YQ fl V — 
{w E y;^o = 0} and p*f{w) = ^o^i1 •••^nn -(^ G z>o)' By (8.14), there exists 
ai(w) E O(y) such that 

/OIK\ *^    d^o A---Ad2;n\| ,      dwo, , (8.15) p     r?i         = ai(w) A ai^i A • • • A dwn. 
\ f / \v Wo 

By (8.14) again, we get 

(8.16) p*LJi = ai(w) dwi A • • • A dwn + p*df A ^ 

for some & E fty-1^^ + *#! H h *Ek) which yields 
(8.17)     

lim /       p*Wi(t) Ap*ujj(t) =  /        ai(w)aj(w) dwi A • • • A du;n A diDi A • • • A diDn 

= [       p'wi^Ap'w^O). 
jyonv 

Similarly, for any x € Ei, there is a neighborhood W such that 

(8.18) lim/        p*uJi{t)/\p*u;j(t) = /        pV(0) Ap-u^O) 
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which together with (8.13) and (8.17) yields (8.12). D 
REMARK. By (8.12), we find that -1 is a simple root of the 6-function for IHS 

and any other root is strictly smaller than —1. 
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